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Smithy’s Top Tips For Estuary Jewfish 

• Jewfish in this part of the world can be caught on any phase of the lunar cycle, but Smithy reckons 
the dark moon, 7 days after the full is prime time because the prawns mobilise and the jewfish 
consequently tend to feed freely. 

• The best bite windows occur around the turn of the tide and are just as accessible in broad day-
light as after dark. It doesn’t matter whether the tide is changing from run in to run out or the op-
posite. 

• Discoloured water is another great indicator of good conditions for jewfish. Coloured water pro-
vides cover and jewfish will always be lurking in the dirtier water. 

• Jewfish are salinity sensitive and will follow the movement of salt through the system. In northern 
NSW and SE Queensland the winter months are drier and the salt can penetrate well upstream 
with the bigger tides. Jewfish will follow the salt up and can be found in the upper extent of the 
saline reaches. 

• During periods of heavy flooding and discolouration the salt will be flushed from the system and 
jewfish congregate downstream around the rock walls. In addition, jewies moving along the coast 
will often enter the river mouths at these times looking for food flushed down. 
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• During the winter months in the middle to upper reaches of the rivers jewfish are invariably found in 

the deeper parts of the river, especially where bait have aggregated. Holes surrounded by rock bars 

or with a rocky bed are the prime locations. 

• Jewfish favour creek and river systems with deep entrances, so skip the smaller creeks with their shal-

low bars and focus on the larger systems. 

• Jewfish don’t normally fight dirty, so be patient when using light gear. Play them gently and follow 

them with the boat and you’ll land most fish.  

• When releasing jewfish, move quickly from the spot where the fish was hooked and spear the fish 

back into the water. Fish released where they were hooked will often spook the rest of the school 

and kill off the bite.  

Smithy’s Jewie Technique #1 

• Brad uses his “teabagging” technique with small metal blades to fish the deeper holes that others 

can’t fish using conventional jewfish techniques. The boat is positioned directly above the fish, lures 

are dropped vertically and fished by lifting the rod tip no more than 50cm, then allowing them to 

drop back to bottom. The drop is important because the lift attracts the fish, but the lure is always 

taken on the drop. Fish a light drag and play the fish carefully to avoid bustoffs or straightened hooks. 

• For teabagging jewfish braid uses bream rods with super thin 16lb braid with a short 10lb leader. He 

controls the boat with the main motor to ensure the line is vertical. Allowing the boat to drift will lift 

the lure off the bottom. 

• Brad finds that the sound of a motor or sounder doesn’t disturb jewfish too much, but you can use 

the electric motor if you prefer. 

Smithy’s Jewie Technique #2 

• Brad loves trolling small, deep diving cod lures along the deep edges of rock walls of big rivers such as 

the Tweed, Richmond, Clarence and the Gold Coast Seaway.  

• Small Murray cod lures of around 100mm can be fished at depths of 6-10m, putting them well within 

the strike zone and pick up jewfish along with a by-catch of large mangrove jack, flathead and over-

size bream.  

• Trolling with the tide is best when possible, but it’s important to fish slowly, so if the tide is too fast it 

may be necessary to troll against the tide. Troll well back, approximately 20m, keeping the rod per-

pendicular to the boat and the rod tip pointing down. 

• Brad uses standard barra, jack and snapper gear for this style of fishing. 8-10kg bait or spin cast rods, 

20lb braid and a leader of 30lb fluorocarbon. 

• Downunder Boomerang and Oar Gee lures are good options, but there are plenty of aussie made op-

tions in store that stock cod gear.  
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Brad’s Sponsors 

• Wilson Fishing Australia have supported Smithy’s fishing for many years and are the importers of 

many top brands, including the Zerek Fish Trap lipless vibes that are used so effectively by Brad to tar-

get estuary jewfish 

• Stones Corner Marine and Humminbird Sounders support Smithy’s technology needs and he uses a 

Helix 9 on his boat. 

• Juro Lures are the importers of Strike Pro lures brad uses for teabagging jewies. 

• Tackle Tactics are the importers of Switchblade Lures mentioned by Smithy in this episode.  

• JML Anglers Alliance import the Ecogear ZX40 blades Brad uses for teabagging jewfish.  

Episode Sponsors 

• Make Wooden Lures is Greg “Doc Lures” Vinall’s passion project, where he shows fishermen from all 

over the world how easy it is to hand make their own custom lures. From crankbaits, to vibration 

baits, stickbaits, popper, jerkbaits and more, you’ll find all the info you need to go from zero to hero 

in no time!  

• Fishotopia is where Australia’s genius fishing minds hang out to share their secrets and talk tackle, 

technique and more. Join the community and find out how the ten percent fish! 
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